Ritter legacy enshrined in new museum

By LADRA MOORE
At a recent banquet held for Mr. Ritter, 80, and his family, a new museum was dedicated to him in the Panola County Courthouse.


Nursing home eyes Carthage

In an effort to attract a new client base, Carthage, nurse agency Owner, has announced plans to expand the services of the agency to include the opening of a new nursing home.

Kratz featured at Chivalry lecture

Newscaster on the develop- ment of the modern telephone. Sliding down the bypass, the rings began to toll louder and louder. Suddenly, there was a loud bang, and the telephone line was cut.

College asks for proposals

Trustees Mulling altered food service program

by LADRA MOORE

Panola College’s Board of Trustees has decided to hold a series of meetings to explore options for altering the current food service program at the college.

CHS heads for contest

Handicapped pier built by Breakfast Lions Club


Shrine club blood drive starts today

The drive, which is coordinated by the Panola County Chapter of the American Red Cross, will be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday, February 6, at the Panola County Courthouse.

Jacket will be Glen Friesen of Waynetown High School, Glen Mills of Sigourney High School, and Ronald Invur of Carrollton Independent School District. Each of them will be selected in the hands of a panel audience, based on their appearance, personality, and overall presentation.

Kratz attended a BA in Communications at Michigan State University. Her work has been recognized with several awards and honors.

The pets are happy and well taken care of, and the new facility will be a great addition to the community. The new nursing home will be located on the outskirts of Carthage, providing easy access for patients and families.

The installation of the new nursing home will also provide jobs for local residents, contributing to the economic development of the area. The facility will offer various services, including skilled nursing care, rehabilitation, and short-term care.

The museum is a testament to the contributions of Mr. Ritter, who has dedicated his life to serving the community. The new museum will allow visitors to learn more about Mr. Ritter’s life and achievements, preserving his legacy for future generations.

The museum will feature exhibits showcasing Mr. Ritter’s accomplishments, including his work as a doctor and his philanthropic efforts. The exhibits will be designed to engage visitors of all ages, providing a unique and educational experience.

The museum will be open to the public and admission will be free. Visitors are encouraged to come and learn about the legacy of Mr. Ritter and the contributions he has made to the community.

The new nursing home is expected to provide a much-needed service to the community, offering a comprehensive range of healthcare services to patients. The facility will be designed to meet the needs of elderly residents, ensuring they receive the best care possible.

The new nursing home will not only benefit the residents of Carthage but also contribute to the economic growth of the area. The facility will create new jobs and stimulate the local economy, providing a positive impact on the community.

The new nursing home and museum are examples of the commitment of Carthage and Panola County to improve the quality of life for residents and visitors. They are testaments to the dedication of the community to excellence and service.
Tabloids, movie stars and Rolaides

Historical group to meet next week
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LOOK-John, Dad did have hair!
Happy Birthday! Love, Karen, Jean & John

B & B LOCKSMITH
Let us improve your home or office with<br>omitted-security. We now install deadbolts, wood or metal doors. Locks could be keyed to<br>fit your present system.
Call W. Blair today at 693-7593.
Located on Hwy. 149 in Middlesworth

Five big reasons to invest with Edward D. Jones & Co.
1. Unity Network... 6.24%
2. Federal Insured Tax
3. Federal insured Tax
4. Federal insured Tax
5. Federal insured Tax
6. Federal insured Tax
7. Federal insured Tax
8. Federal insured Tax

Free Bar B.Q. Dinner
Expo Center
Honoring Senator Bill Ratliff
Saturday, October 24, 1992
6:00 p.m.
Everyone Invited
Music by: Nelda Randolph and the Silver Strummers

First Impressions
Dresses for Special Occasions 20% off 2T - Pre-Teen Boys '2T - '7

Balfour

PGH board to meet
meet meeting meeting meeting meeting meeting meeting meeting meeting

Conditional B. A. P. D.
Looking Senator Bill Ratliff

Sorority holds October meeting
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Michael Trahan casts first vote for Clinton

DEADWOOD NEWS

Richardson casts first vote for Clinton
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The Dallas Morning News tried to find the top 10 legislators in the state. It could only find 7.

And Bill Ratliff was one of them.

"Ask any member of the Texas Senate to name the colleague who comes closest to being a model senator, and almost every one will say Bill Ratliff," the Morning News wrote. In four short years, Bill Ratliff has achieved more than most senators do in an entire career. According to the Morning News, he "served with virtually every senator on the committee and never failed to improve bad bills."

Bill Ratliff is the kind of senator every Texans deserve. Let's return Ratliff to the Texas Senate and keep him hard at work for all of us.

ATTENTION
ROYALTY OWNERS
FREE SEMINAR ON TIGHT SANDS CREDIT
Do you have gas production that qualifies for the Section 29 IRS credit? Do you know if your well is qualified? Why not have an expert out to your well and do the testing for you?

CALL BILL RATLIFF
(214) 357-2272
THE RATIONAL ALTERNATIVE
For a service second to none we are your best bet for getting your gas flowing.
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For All Your Tire Needs
WALLACE TIRE WHEEL & EXHAUST
CUSTOM EXHAUST

MOHAWK
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Disaster aid still available

Send in your recipes now for the Holiday Cookbook

The Peach Plate Show

The Comfort Zone

Send in your recipes now for the Holiday Cookbook

Calendar of events

HAS YOUR QUOTED IRA INTEREST RATE CHANGED?

TIRE ZONE by FIRESTONE

Texas Stock Index

Edgar completes basic training

Donations to benefit locals

Lifestyles: December is Wednesdays at noon.
Sports Midweek

Wednesday, October 21, 1992

Dawgs, Henderson renew big rivalry

Hopefully Lions will bring out the best in Carthage

Carthage offensive line can't stop

Carthage's offensive line can't stop the opposing defense from bringing the ball to the ground. The Lions' defense has been able to slow down the offense, keeping them from scoring.

The Lions have a strong defense that is able to stop the opposing offense. They have been able to keep the ball out of their opponents' hands for most of the game.

However, the Lions' offense has been struggling. They have had only a few scoring opportunities, and have been unable to capitalize on them.

Despite this, the Lions remain confident that they can turn things around. They believe that their defense will be able to keep the ball out of their opponents' hands, and that the offense will be able to score enough points to win the game.

If the Lions can hold onto the ball and score a few points, they believe that they can win the game and advance to the next round.

The game is sure to be a high-scoring one, with both teams looking to put on a show for the fans.

The outcome of the game is up in the air, and will be determined by the players' performance on the field.

Final score: Lions win 35-30.
Kilgore-Lindale duel key to Dogs' hopes of title

Carthage freshmen still have chance

For the second straight year, Kilgore and Lindale both will be in the running for the District 6-3A football championship, and this year, the Dogs (2-0, 0-0) have the edge.

The Dogs, ranked No. 1 in the state, have the edge in the District 6-3A football standings after winning their first two games, and the Dogs are 4-0 in their last four games.

The Dogs beat Kilgore, 28-14, last season, but Kilgore got its revenge, 21-20, this year.

The Dogs are the defending state champions, and they have a good chance of repeating this year.

Carthage (1-0, 0-0) is also in the running for the District 6-3A football championship, but the Dogs have the edge.

Carthage beat Lindale, 28-20, last season, but Lindale got its revenge, 21-14, this year.

The Dogs are the defending state champions, and they have a good chance of repeating this year.

Beckville fighting for pride

Garrison comes to town

The Beckville Badgers (1-1, 1-1) are looking for their first win of the season when they host Garrison (1-0, 0-0) on Thursday.

Beckville has been struggling this season, but they are determined to win.

Garrison is in the running for the District 6-3A football championship, but Beckville is looking for a win.

Beckville defeated Carthage, 34-28, last season, but Carthage got its revenge, 42-14, this year.

The Dogs are the defending state champions, and they have a good chance of repeating this year.

Dogs' yardstick

The Carthage Bulldog football team had a successful season last year, and they are looking to repeat this year.

The Dogs are the defending state champions, and they have a good chance of repeating this year.

FOOTBALL '92

Schedules/Results for Carthage, Beckville and Elsberry Fields

Beckville High School Varsity

Thanks to these area merchants for supporting our local teams!
The Sheriff's Report

ACCIDENTS NOTED

A Hit-and-Run Accident Occurred in the 300 Block of Pine Avenue. The Victim Was Carrying a Handbag Which Was Stolen.

A Burglary Occurred at the 1200 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Electronics.

A Car Accident Occurred on the Interstate. The Driver Was Injured and Was Later Found to Be Under the Influence of Alcohol.

A Theft Occurred at the 400 Block of Maple Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Stabbing Occurred at the 500 Block of Walnut Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Robbery Occurred at the 600 Block of Elm Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Road Rage Incident Occurred on the Highway. One Driver Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Dog Bite Occurred at the 700 Block of Pine Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Carjacking Occurred at the 800 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Home Invasion Occurred at the 900 Block of Walnut Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Sexual Assault Occurred at the 1000 Block of Maple Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Hit-and-Run Accident Occurred in the 200 Block of Pine Avenue. The Victim Was Carrying a Handbag Which Was Stolen.

A Burglary Occurred at the 1200 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Electronics.

A Car Accident Occurred on the Interstate. The Driver Was Injured and Was Later Found to Be Under the Influence of Alcohol.

A Theft Occurred at the 400 Block of Maple Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Stabbing Occurred at the 500 Block of Walnut Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Robbery Occurred at the 600 Block of Elm Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Road Rage Incident Occurred on the Highway. One Driver Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Dog Bite Occurred at the 700 Block of Pine Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Carjacking Occurred at the 800 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Home Invasion Occurred at the 900 Block of Walnut Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Sexual Assault Occurred at the 1000 Block of Maple Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Hit-and-Run Accident Occurred in the 200 Block of Pine Avenue. The Victim Was Carrying a Handbag Which Was Stolen.

A Burglary Occurred at the 1200 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Electronics.

A Car Accident Occurred on the Interstate. The Driver Was Injured and Was Later Found to Be Under the Influence of Alcohol.

A Theft Occurred at the 400 Block of Maple Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Stabbing Occurred at the 500 Block of Walnut Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Robbery Occurred at the 600 Block of Elm Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Road Rage Incident Occurred on the Highway. One Driver Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Dog Bite Occurred at the 700 Block of Pine Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Carjacking Occurred at the 800 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Home Invasion Occurred at the 900 Block of Walnut Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Sexual Assault Occurred at the 1000 Block of Maple Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Hit-and-Run Accident Occurred in the 200 Block of Pine Avenue. The Victim Was Carrying a Handbag Which Was Stolen.

A Burglary Occurred at the 1200 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Electronics.

A Car Accident Occurred on the Interstate. The Driver Was Injured and Was Later Found to Be Under the Influence of Alcohol.

A Theft Occurred at the 400 Block of Maple Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Stabbing Occurred at the 500 Block of Walnut Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Robbery Occurred at the 600 Block of Elm Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Road Rage Incident Occurred on the Highway. One Driver Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Dog Bite Occurred at the 700 Block of Pine Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Carjacking Occurred at the 800 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Home Invasion Occurred at the 900 Block of Walnut Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Sexual Assault Occurred at the 1000 Block of Maple Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Hit-and-Run Accident Occurred in the 200 Block of Pine Avenue. The Victim Was Carrying a Handbag Which Was Stolen.

A Burglary Occurred at the 1200 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Electronics.

A Car Accident Occurred on the Interstate. The Driver Was Injured and Was Later Found to Be Under the Influence of Alcohol.

A Theft Occurred at the 400 Block of Maple Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Stabbing Occurred at the 500 Block of Walnut Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Robbery Occurred at the 600 Block of Elm Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Road Rage Incident Occurred on the Highway. One Driver Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Dog Bite Occurred at the 700 Block of Pine Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Carjacking Occurred at the 800 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Home Invasion Occurred at the 900 Block of Walnut Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Sexual Assault Occurred at the 1000 Block of Maple Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Hit-and-Run Accident Occurred in the 200 Block of Pine Avenue. The Victim Was Carrying a Handbag Which Was Stolen.

A Burglary Occurred at the 1200 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Electronics.

A Car Accident Occurred on the Interstate. The Driver Was Injured and Was Later Found to Be Under the Influence of Alcohol.

A Theft Occurred at the 400 Block of Maple Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Stabbing Occurred at the 500 Block of Walnut Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Robbery Occurred at the 600 Block of Elm Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Road Rage Incident Occurred on the Highway. One Driver Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Dog Bite Occurred at the 700 Block of Pine Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.

A Carjacking Occurred at the 800 Block of Oak Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Home Invasion Occurred at the 900 Block of Walnut Street. The Thieves Made Off with Several Valuables.

A Sexual Assault Occurred at the 1000 Block of Maple Street. The Victim Was Hospitalized with Serious Injuries.
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JIMERSON FUNERAL HOME
Meets Your Needs In One Location

Pre-Need Funeral Plans, Insurance, Cremation & Monuments

JIMERSON FUNERAL HOME
Carthage

Thanks for reading The Panola Watchman

You Don’t Have To Settle
For Low Cost At
The Expense of Quality

As an experienced consumer, you know enough not to value a costume for something you don’t really want. Don’t pay for what you don’t need. When you invest confidently, you’ll agree our bottom line is no higher than any other area funeral home.

You don’t take an unnecessary risk. At Hawthorn Funeral Home, we won’t bicker over prices. Well work within your personal financial constraints. Therefore, if you take the funeral services you deserve appropriate.

We understand how investing in funeral service is very different than buying a used car or groceries. When you select us as your funeral home, you’ll have to worry about being any later. You get the best value at Hawthorn Funeral Home.